Photochromic nitrospiropyrans substituted with 2,2′-bipyridine (bpy), [Ru(bpy) , resulting in energy transfer from the excited ruthenium center to the spiropyran but inversely in the osmium case. The open merocyanine form reduces and oxidizes electrochemically more easily than the closed nitrospiropyran. Like photoexcitation, electrochemical activation also causes opening of the spiropyran ring by first reducing the closed form and subsequently reoxidizing the corresponding radical anion in two wellresolved anodic steps. Interestingly, the substitution of the spiropyran with a Ru or Os metal center does not affect the efficiency of this electrochemically induced ring-opening process, different from the photochemical path.
Introduction
In recent years, much effort has been devoted to the development of photochromic materials, which are systems existing in two forms that can be interconverted using light of different wavelengths as a stimulus.
1-3 The two forms generally differ in their chemical and physical properties such as, e.g., shape, color, and reactivity. The interest in these compounds arises from their potential application in molecular electronics and data storage 4-7 first suggested by Hirshberg in 1956. 8 Photochromic molecules can also be incorporated into larger systems to induce properties they do not possess by themselves. One application that recently has attracted a lot of interest is the possibility to use photochromic molecules in energy transfer switching. This function can be achieved by combining a remote chromophore with a photochromic molecule that acts as an energy acceptor only in one of its two forms. In this way, energy transfer from the chromophore to the photochromic moiety can be reversibly switched "on" and "off" by converting the photochromic part. The two forms of the photochromic molecule can be distinguished by changes in the luminescence of the initially excited chromophore. This concept has been demonstrated in systems where the two functionalities are present as separate molecules in solution 9, 10 or are combined in a single molecule. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] * To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: decola@uni-muenster. de A more advanced approach is to implement the photochromic molecule as a bridge between an energy donor and acceptor, switching the energy transfer "on" and "off" by reversibly converting the bridge. By using a luminescent acceptor, the state of the photochromic bridge can be distinguished by changes in the emission. So far, two examples of such a system have been reported in the literature. In the first one, an anthracene energy donor and a Coumarin energy acceptor are linked by a photochromic fulgide bridge. 17 Recently, we published a system in which a [Ru(bpy) 3 ]
2+ energy donor and an [Os(bpy) 3 ] 2+ energy acceptor are bridged by a dithienylcyclopentene molecular switch.
18 Both donor-bridge-acceptor (DBA) systems are based on the principle that in one state the lowest-lying energy levels of the photochromic systems lies between those of the donor and the acceptor, thereby facilitating the energy transfer, while in the other state, the energy levels of the photochromic unit lie below those of the termini, so that excitation energy is transferred to the photochromic bridge and no emission from the acceptor is observed.
A disadvantage of systems of this type is that, in the trapping state, energy is transferred to the photochromic moiety that can consequently convert to the parent form. Therefore, monitoring the occurrence or absence of energy transfer cannot be used as a means for nondestructive readout, as the electronic excitation affects the state of the system.
A better, and generally more elegant solution, concerns the creation of a donor-switch-acceptor triad in which energy transfer from the donor to the acceptor occurs either only in one of the two forms, or in both forms, but significantly more efficiently in one of them.
One way to achieve this goal would be to create a system in which in one state the energy levels of the photochromic bridge lie above those of the donor and acceptor, and energy transfer, if any, takes place by means of a super-exchange mechanism, while in the other state, the levels of the bridge are between those of donor and acceptor, resulting in a hopping mechanism for the energy transfer (see Scheme 1). 19 The state of the system can then be recognized by monitoring the emission of the acceptor upon excitation of the donor. In such a system, the bridge never becomes an energy trap, and hence, excitation of the donor will not strongly affect the state of the switch. Ideally, the excited state of the bridge that mediates the energy transfer should be nonreactive. Conversion of the bridge should then be achieved by direct excitation to a different, higher-lying excited state. Only then can true nondestructive readout be achieved.
Another property that can be used to control the efficiency of the energy transfer is a large difference in the extent of conjugation over the bridge between the two forms of the photochromic molecule. Better conjugated bridges have a lower attenuation factor, which results in a higher energy transfer rate. Ideally, the photochromic moiety used should exhibit both the difference in energy levels and in conjugation between the two forms in order to maximize the effects.
Spiropyrans are among the most intensively investigated classes of photochromic molecules. [20] [21] [22] Their photochromic properties were first recognized by Fischer and Hirshberg in 1952. 23 It has been shown that irradiation of a spiropyran molecule with UV light causes cleavage of the bond between the spiro-carbon and oxygen, forcing the molecule to open up (see Scheme 2). At room temperature, the open form reverts thermally to the closed one. The ring-closure process can also be induced photochemically, by irradiation with visible light.
In the closed form, the conjugation of the molecule is broken over the spiro-carbon atom, the two perpendicular halves showing very little interaction. 24, 25 Consequently, the closed molecule is colorless. As soon as the C-O bond is broken, the system adapts a planar merocyanine form stabilized by π-conjugation over the entire molecule.
Instead of "naked" spiropyrans, numerous studies dealt with so-called nitrospiropyrans having a nitro substituent in the 6′ position. The reason for this derivatization is that spiropyrans of this class show higher quantum yields for ring opening and their merocyanine open forms close thermally more slowly than their unsubstituted derivatives. 26 We substituents. Their properties were compared to those of the corresponding bpy-functionalized nitrospiropyran.
Experimental Section
Syntheses of metal complexes were carried out under a slight positive pressure of argon. Chemicals and reagent grade products for syntheses were obtained from Fluka, Aldrich, and Acros Chemicals and used without further purification. 1,3,3-Trimethylindolino-6′-nitrobenzopyrylospiran (1c) was purchased from TCI Europe. Bu 4 NPF 6 electrolyte was recrystallized twice from absolute ethanol and dried under vacuum at 80°C before use. Solvents for syntheses and electrochemical experiments were distilled from appropriate drying agents, 27 except dimethylformamide (DMF), which was purchased as a dry solvent packaged under nitrogen atmosphere, and used as such. All spectroscopic experiments were carried out in spectroscopic grade solvents purchased from Merck. Purification with preparative plates was done using glass sheets recoated with silica gel 60 F 254 with a layer thickness of 2 mm purchased from Merck. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using aluminum sheets coated with silica gel 60 F 254 purchased from Merck.
The bpy-functionalized spiropyran ligand 2c (see Chart 1) was prepared following the protocol developed previously. 28 The procedures for the syntheses of the metal precursors [Ru(bpy) 2 O (10 mL; 95:5, v/v) was refluxed for 5 h under an argon atmosphere. After cooling, the solvent was distilled off under vacuum and the residue was treated with an aqueous solution of 10% NH 4 PF 6 . The precipitate was collected by filtration and washed with water. The crude product was purified by plate chromatography (SiO 2 ), using a mixture of MeCN/MeOH/KNO 3 -solution (40:10:10; volume ratios; the KNO 3 solution was prepared by dissolution of 1 g of KNO 3 in 10 mL of H 2 O) as eluent. The main red band was scraped off and washed out by acetone/1% NH 4 -PF 6 . After adding water, the organic solvent was removed and an orange red powder was collected by filtration. Yield 95 mg, 54%. 1 H NMR (500 MHz, MeCN-d 3 ): δ 1.22 (s, 3H, H-C(9)), 1.35 (s, 3H, H-C(10)), 2.81 (s, 3H, H-C(8)), 5.96 (d, 1H, 3 J ) 10.4, H-C(3′)), 6.73 (dd, 2H, 3 J ) 7.3, 3 J ) 7.1, H-C(8′) and H-C(7)), 7.09 (d, 1H, 3 J ) 9.9, H-C(4′)), 7.38-7.42 (m, 5H, H-C(2 IV ), H-C(2 V ), H-C(8′′), H-C(8 IV ) and H-C(8 V )), 7.61-7.62 (m, 1H, H-C(2′′)), 7.67 (bd, 1H, 4 J ) 2.0, H-C(4′′)), 7.73-7.82 (m, 7H, H-C(3 IV ), H-C(3 V ), H-C(4), H-C(6), H-C(9′′), H-C(9 IV ) and H-C(9 V )), 7.99 (ddd, 1H, 3 J ) 8.9, 3 J ) 2.8, 4 J ) 0.4, H-C(7′)), 8.03-8.07 (m, 5H, H-C(4 IV ), H-C(4 V ), H-C(10′′), H-C(10 IV ) and H-C(10 V )), 8.10 (d, 1H, 4 J ) 2.8, H-C(5′)), 8.48-8.51 (m, 4H, H-C(1 IV ), H-C(1 V ), H-C(7 IV ) and H-C(7 V )), 8.68-8.70 (m, 2H, H-C(1′′) and H-C(7′′)). 13 Chemical shifts (δ) are given in ppm, using the solvent itself as internal standard. The coupling constants (J) are given in Hz. The assignment of the NMR signals is referred to the carbon numbering of molecules depicted in Scheme 3.
ESI and high-resolution mass spectra were recorded on a Bruker FTMS 4.7T BioAPEXII spectrometer.
Spectroscopic and photophysical investigations of all compounds were performed at 223 K using a cryostat to prevent the thermal ring-closure reaction recovering the parent compound. When possible, room-temperature measurements were also performed to determine the effect of the temperature on the results. Transient absorption and UV-vis spectroelectrochemistry experiments were performed exclusively at room temperature.
UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded on Hewlett-Packard 8453 diode-array or software-updated Perkin-Elmer Lambda 5 spectrophotometers, and steady-state emission spectra on a Spex 1680 spectrofluorimeter. Emission spectra were not corrected for the photomultiplier response. Deaerated solutions were prepared by the freeze-pump-thaw technique on a vacuum line. Luminescence quantum yields were determined for optically dilute solutions, The electronic absorption spectra of 1o and 2o were constructed combining data from 1 H NMR and UV-vis absorption spectroscopies. The 1 H NMR spectra of the parent closed-form molecules 1c and 2c were recorded in THF-d 8 at 223 K. Subsequently, the solution in the NMR tube was irradiated with UV light while the solution was kept cold. 1 H NMR spectra were recorded at regular time intervals. The concentration ratio between the open and closed forms in the solution was determined from the relative integrals of the doublet signal for the proton in the position 3′ of the closed form molecule (δ 6.00 for 1c and 6.06 for 2c), and the doublet signal for the proton in the position 8′ of the open form molecule (δ 6.25 for 1o and 6.31 for 2o). These particular proton signals do not overlap with any other proton signal. After having achieved a significant degree of conversion, part of the solution was quickly transferred from the cold NMR tube to a 1 cm quartz cell positioned inside a cryostat precooled to 223 K, using a cold syringe. The quartz cell was partially filled with cold tetrahydrofuran (THF) to dilute the NMR solution to a concentration suitable for the recording of UV-vis absorption spectra. On the basis of the ratio obtained from the 1 H NMR measurements, the UV-vis spectra of the pure open-form photoproducts were constructed from the recorded experimental absorption.
Nanosecond time-resolved absorption spectra were measured using a setup described previously. 33 The irradiation source was a continuously tunable (400-700 nm) Coherent Infinity XPO laser (2 ns fwhm). This system is normally operated at 10 Hz, but a repetition rate of 2 Hz was used to record the spectra of 1c and 2c to avoid a significant build-up of 1o and 2o, respectively, in the solution. A 50% mirror is used to divide the probe light into sample and reference beams, which greatly improves the signal-to-noise ratio.
Time-resolved emission studies in the nanosecond time domain were performed using the continuously tunable (400-700 nm) Coherent Infinity XPO laser (2 ns fwhm) as the excitation source. The emitted light was detected using a streak camera (Hamamatsu C5680-21) equipped with an M 5677 sweep unit over a range of 300 nm, or at a single emission wavelength, using a combination of an Oriel monochromator and a Hamamatsu P28 photomultiplier tube, from which the signal was recorded on a Tektronix TDS684B (1 GHz, 5 GS s -1 ) oscilloscope.
For sub-nanosecond time-resolved emission measurements, a single photon counting setup was used. The excitation source consists of a frequency-doubled (300-340 nm, 1 ps, 3.8 MHz) output of a cavity dumped DCM dye laser (Coherent Model 700) that was pumped by a mode-locked Ar-ion laser (Coherent 486 AS Mode Locker, Coherent Innova 200 laser). A microchannel plate photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R3809) was used as the detector.
Photocyclization quantum yields were determined by monitoring the increase of the absorption of the photoproduct in the visible region upon irradiation. The photoconversion was kept below 10%. A high-pressure Oriel Hg-lamp (model 6137) in combination with appropriate interference filters served as the irradiation source. The incidental photon flux was determined before and after each measurement, using fresh solutions of Aberchrome 540 ( λ ) 0.20 for 313 nm e λ e 366 nm) 34 and Aberchrome 540P ( λ ) 0.178-2.40 × 10 -4 λ for 440 nm e λ e 550 nm) 35 actinometers in toluene.
Cyclic and Osteryoung square-wave voltammograms of ∼10 -4 M parent compounds in 10 -1 M Bu 4 NPF 6 electrolyte solution were recorded in a gastight single-compartment three-electrode cell equipped with platinum disk working (apparent surface of 0.42 mm 2 ), coiled platinum wire auxiliary, and silver wire pseudoreference electrodes. The cell was connected to a computer-controlled PAR Model 283 potentiostat. All redox potentials are reported against the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc + ) redox couple used as internal standard. 36, 37 Cyclic voltammetric measurements at low temperature were performed by immersing the electrochemical cell into an acetone/ dry ice bath at ca. 210 K. Redox responses of 1o and 2o were obtained after having irradiated the precooled samples of 1c and 2c with UV light for a prolonged period, using a high-pressure Oriel Hg lamp (model 6137) in combination with the appropriate band filter. The degree of conversion was determined by transferring part of the solution quickly from the cold electrochemical cell to a 1 cm quartz cell positioned inside a cryostat precooled to 223 K, using a cold syringe. The quartz cell was partially filled with THF to dilute the solution to a concentration suitable for the recording of UV-vis absorption spectra. From the obtained UV-vis absorption spectrum, the ratio between open-and closed-form molecules could be determined.
UV-vis spectroelectrochemical experiments were performed in an airtight optically transparent thin-layer electrochemical (OTTLE) cell, 38 equipped with a Pt minigrid working electrode (32 wires cm -1 ) and CaF 2 or quartz windows. The controlled-potential electrolyses were carried out with a PA4 potentiostat (EKOM, Czech Republic).
Estimated experimental errors in the reported data are as follows. Absorption and emission maxima (2 nm; emission lifetimes (8%; emission quantum yields (20%; photocyclization quantum yields (10%, electrode potentials (5 mV.
Results and Discussion
Syntheses. The reference compound 1c, bpy-functionalized ligand 2c, and corresponding complexes [M(bpy) 2 (2c)] (M ) Ru (Ru-2c), M ) Os (Os-2c)) in their closed spiropyran forms, as well as open merocyanine form molecule 1o are depicted in Chart 1. Open-form compounds 2o, Ru-2o, and Os-2o (not shown) are related to their corresponding closed forms as 1o is to 1c.
The preparation of ligand 2c follows the previously developed protocol 28 and is outlined in Scheme 3. The N-aryl benzophenone hydrazine 4 was prepared by a Pd/BINAP (BINAP ) (()-2,2′-bis(diphenylphosphino)-1,1-binaphthyl)-catalyzed cross-coupling reaction of 4-(4-bromophenyl)-2,2′-bipyridine (3) with 2-(diphenylmethylene) hydrazine. The resulting hydrazone, 4, was converted into indol product 5 via an in situ Table 1 . Absorption spectra of these materials at room temperature and at 223 K do not differ significantly.
Going from 1c to 2c, the attachment of the bpy moiety to the spiropyran in position 5 causes a blue-shift of the lowestenergy absorption band between 300 and 400 nm. The fact that the spectrum of 2c is not simply the sum of the absorptions of 1c and 2,2′-bipyridine shows that the two components interact electronically to a certain extent.
The complexation to the metal ion to form Ru-2c leads to the appearance of several absorption bands not observed for 2c (see Figure 1) 2+ chromophore can be excited selectively by irradiating into the lowest 1 MLCT band.
The Os-2c complex shows similar UV-vis absorption bands as Ru-2c, with a shift of the 1 MLCT transitions toward lower energy (see Figure 1 ). Additional weak and broad bands in the 550-700 nm are assigned to 3 MLCT transitions partially allowed as a result of the heavy-atom effect, typical for [Os(bpy) 3 ] 2+ -type complexes. [40] [41] [42] All investigated compounds are photoreactive, and the electronic absorption spectra of the photoproducts are discussed in the next section.
Photochemical Spiropyran Ring Opening. Irradiation of all the studied compounds leads to spiropyran ring-opening reactions with dramatic changes in the spectroscopic properties. All photochemical processes have been studied in deaerated THF at 223 K (see Experimental Section for details), and the quantum yields are reported in Table 2 .
Upon irradiation with 334 nm light, the colorless solution of 1c in THF turns purple. An intense absorption band rises at 574 nm, and two smaller bands appear at 371 and 387 nm. Going to room temperature, the lowest-energy band shows a pronounced shift of the absorption maximum to 585 nm. The new absorption bands can be attributed to 1o. 20 The UV-vis absorption spectrum of 1o was obtained by combining 1 H NMR and UV-vis absorption data (see Experimental Section for details). The photostationary state reached upon irradiation of 1c with 334 nm light corresponds to nearly 100% conversion to 1o. Earlier studies at room temperature showed that the ringopening quantum yield of 1c depends strongly on the polarity of the solvent, decreasing from 0.83 in methylcyclohexane to 0.24 in acetone and 0.12 in acetonitrile. 43 Our value in THF of 0.24 fits well into the series. The quantum yield is not influenced by the presence of oxygen. This property is known for 6′-nitrospiropyrans. 44, 45 Nevertheless, the formation of 1o from 1c was shown to occur largely from a triplet state. 45 The absence of oxygen-dependence for the ringopening quantum yield of 1c has been explained by a fast formation of an excited-state precursor of 1o on the triplet potential-energy surface. Upon relaxation to the ground state, part of these precursor molecules turn back to starting compound 1c, while another part proceeds to form 1o. 44, 45 In contrast to this, upon irradiation of spiropyrans that are not substituted with a nitro group, no intersystem crossing (ISC) to a triplet excited state takes place and the formation of open-form molecules occurs exclusively from the singlet excited levels.
46-49 That the triplet states are not populated upon direct excitation of the system does not mean they are not reactive, however. Using a triplet sensitizer, it was shown, for these spiropyrans, that ring-opening can also occur from a triplet excited state. 50 Similar results were obtained for 2c. An intense band rises at 590 nm (599 nm at room temperature) and a smaller one at 381 nm, while the band at 328 nm disappears (see Figure  2) . Also in this case, the new bands arise from the formation of the open-form 2o. The electronic absorption spectrum of 2o, shown in Figure 2 , was constructed as for 1o. Using the computed spectrum, we have proved that prolonged irradiation of 2c with 334 nm light results in a photostationary state corresponding to 90% conversion of 2c to 2o.
For 2c, the ring-opening quantum yield is almost four times lower compared to that of 1c (see Table 2 ). This result is noteworthy, as the transition involved in the ring-opening process is commonly localized on the pyran part of the molecule. [51] [52] [53] Our results show that substitution of the indoline half of the spiropyran with a group like bpy can nevertheless have a pronounced effect on this process.
The photoconversion of Ru-2c to Ru-2o gives rise to new structured absorption bands at 391 and 603 nm (607 nm at room temperature), while the composed band at 365 nm disappears (see Figure 3) . Therefore, the band at 603 nm is assigned to 1 IL SP transitions in Ru-2o. The 1 IL bpy band at 291 nm and the 1 MLCT band at 459 nm, which correspond to electronic transitions localized on the [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ moiety, vary only little upon conversion.
Upon conversion of the osmium complex to Os-2o, new bands rise at 386 and 605 nm (609 nm at room temperature), while the band at 373 nm disappears. The bands at 294 and 490 nm, which correspond to transitions localized on the [Os(bpy) 3 ] 2+ moiety, are again hardly affected by the spiropyran ring-opening. It is interesting to note that ringopening occurs for Ru-2c and Os-2c upon excitation into the 1 IL SP bands in the 330-400 nm region, while excitation into the 1 MLCT transitions around 460 nm does not induce any photoreactivity.
The UV-vis spectra document that, for both the ruthenium and osmium complexes, the photochromic spiropyran and metal-bpy subunits are electronically fairly independent, as also confirmed by the other results (see following sections).
The ring-opening quantum yields of Ru-2c and Os-2c are more than 1 order of magnitude lower than that of 2c (see Table 2 ). We attribute this decrease to an energy-transfer process from the reactive spiropyran-localized excited states to the nonreactive metal-to-bpy CT states. This claim is further corroborated by emission and nanosecond transient absorption data (see below). As a consequence of the low ring-opening quantum yields for Ru-2c and Os-2c (see Table  2 ), it was experimentally not feasible to achieve a sufficient degree of conversion inside the NMR tube to determine the ratio between the closed and open forms with acceptable precision from the 1 H NMR spectral changes recorded for these systems. Therefore, we may only assume that the molar absorption coefficients of the 1 IL SP band of Ru-2o and Os2o around 600 nm are the same as for 2o. We trust, however, that this assumption is reasonable, as the attachment of the [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ or [Os(bpy) 3 ] 2+ moieties to 2o causes only a small red-shift of this band and does not affect its shape.
Considering the short distance between the energy donor and acceptor moieties in this case, energy transfer is expected to be an extremely fast process. In recent experiments on donor-acceptor systems that are either separated by a very short spacer or directly coupled, energy transfer is found to occur within a few picoseconds [54] [55] [56] species from the first excited singlet state of a spiropyran has also been found to occur on a time scale of only a few picoseconds. 48,49,60-64 The formation of Ru-2o and Os-2o from their respective closed forms is therefore expected to occur from the excited singlet state, in competition with energy transfer to the metal center.
All the investigated compounds ultimately largely decompose in the process of photoconversion to the open and thermal reconversion to the closed form. This is indicated by the significant decrease of the intensity of the lowestenergy 1 IL SP absorption band in the UV region. We did not study this photodegradation in detail.
Electrochemistry. Voltammetry. Cyclic and square wave voltammetric measurements were performed on compounds 1c, 1o, 2c, 2o, Ru(2c), and Os(2c). The corresponding redox potentials are listed in Table 3 .
The cyclic voltammogram of 1c in THF at room temperature shows a reversible cathodic wave at E 1/2 ) -1.85 V (υ ) 100 mV s -1 ), which becomes electrochemically quasireversible at 210 K (see Figure 4) . In the literature, a similar cyclic voltammogram was reported for 1c in DMF. 65 No cathodic wave was reported for a spiropyran lacking the nitro substituent. The reduction of 1c must therefore be largely localized at the NO 2 group.
Curiously, in the preceding study 65 no shift of the cathodic wave was observed upon irradiation of nitrospiropyran 1c both at room temperature and 231 K. It was therefore concluded that the reduction (and thus the LUMO) of 1o was also localized at the nitro group and that the reduction potential was not affected by the photoinduced structural changes. Theoretical calculations have shown, however, that the LUMO of 1o is delocalized over a large part of the molecule and only a fraction of the added electron density in the corresponding radical anion resides on the nitro group. 66 In our experiments in THF, the cyclic voltammetric scan at 210 K did show a new quasi-reversible cathodic wave upon photoconversion of 1c to 1o, which was shifted less negatively by ca. 200 mV compared to the reduction of 1c (see Figure 4) . This wave is attributed to the reduction of 1o. This assignment is also in agreement with results of spectroelectrochemical experiments (see below). The change is reversible: when 1o converts thermally to the closed form, the wave disappears again.
A single irreversible anodic wave is observed for 1c at E p,a ) +0.68 V at room temperature and +0.92 V at 210 K. When 1c is converted to 1o at 210 K, a new irreversible anodic wave appears at E p,a ) +0.67 V, while the original wave at +0.92 V becomes gradually diminished (see Figure  4) .
To ensure that the differences between our results and those reported in the literature 65 are not due to a different behavior of 1c/1o in various solvents, we performed a control experiment in DMF. In this solvent, 1o could be generated by steady-state irradiation with UV light at a sufficiently high concentration even at room temperature to observe the appearance of a cathodic wave at E p,c ) -1.38 V. The shift of this wave compared to 1c in DMF (see Table 3 ) is similar to what was observed in THF at low temperature. The degree of conversion was not high enough for the corresponding anodic counterpeak or a new anodic wave for 1o to become resolved. The most likely explanation for the discrepancy between our results and the literature 65 is that in the earlier study the degree of photoconversion achieved at room temperature and at 231 K was insufficient to observe the reduction wave for 1o.
From the above observations, we can conclude that both the reduction and oxidation of 1o are thermodynamically more feasible compared to 1c. The voltammetric data in THF reveal that the HOMO-LUMO gap of 1o (2.62 eV) is smaller by ∼0.5 eV compared to 1c (2.14 eV). Neglecting reorganization energies, the lowest-energy electronic transition is expected around 470 nm for 1c and 580 nm for 1o. The value for 1o is in excellent agreement with the UV-vis absorption data (see Table 1 ), but the lowest-energy absorption band of 1c lies much higher (344 nm, 3.60 eV) than predicted by the electrochemical data. Ab initio MO calculations have shown, however, that the S 0 f S 1 transition of 1c has zero oscillator strength, and therefore, it is not observable in the UV-vis spectrum. 67 Its position was calculated at ca. 2.70 eV for 1c in the gas phase. This value is in much better agreement with our experimental estimate. According to the calculations, the absorption band of 1c at 344 nm in fact corresponds to the symmetry-allowed S 0 f S 3 transition. Similar to 1c, reduction of 2c is also reversible at room temperature and becomes electrochemically quasi-reversible at 210 K. The assignment to the reduction of the nitro group is supported by the very close values of the reduction potentials (see Table 3 ). Upon conversion of 2c to 2o at 210 K, shifts of the first anodic and cathodic waves are observed, similar to the differences in the potentials of 1c and 1o.
For Ru-2c in THF at room temperature, three reversible cathodic waves can be distinguished at E 1/2 ) -1.80, -2.01, and -2.34 V, respectively. By analogy with the reduction of [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ , 68 these three waves are assigned to the sequential reduction of the three bipyridine units at the ruthenium center. We do not observe a resolved wave for the reduction of the nitro group. At 210 K, the three bipyridine reductions shift slightly to E 1/2 ) -1.73, -1.89, and -2.20 V, respectively, and another cathodic wave becomes resolved at E 1/2 ) -1.67 V (see Figure 5 ). This wave belongs to the reduction of the nitro group of the 2c moiety. This assignment has been confirmed by UV-vis spectroelectrochemistry (see below). The fact that the reduction of the nitro group and the first bipyridine reduction overlap, suggests that the electronic interaction between the metal-bipyridine and nitrospiropyran moieties in the ground state is very limited.
For Os-2c in THF, the cathodic wave pattern is similar to that of Ru-2c. At 210 K, three reversible cathodic processes are observed at -1.73, -1.90, and -2.31 V. The reduction of the nitro group remains unresolved in this case. At room temperature, these cathodic waves broaden and shift slightly to E 1/2 ) -1.73, -1.93, and -2.35 V, respectively.
Because of the low ring-opening photoreaction quantum yields, it was experimentally not feasible to determine the redox potentials of Ru-2o and Os-2o. We can reasonably assume that the Ru-bpy-based redox steps will not be much affected by the spiropyran ring-opening. This assumption is supported by the negligible shift of the lowest-energy 1 MLCT absorption in the UV-vis absorption spectra of the metal complexes upon conversion to the open form (see Figure 3 and Table 1 ). Spectroelectrochemistry. In the literature, UV-vis spectroelectrochemical experiments with 1c were performed in DMF at 231 K. The one-electron-reduced species was identified by 1 H NMR spectroscopy as ring-closed species 1c •-.
71 A cyclic voltammogram recorded at a scan rate of 60 mV s -1 showed that the reduction of 1c to 1c
•-was not a reversible process. Instead of the anodic counter peak, two new anodic waves appeared on the reverse voltammetric scan, the first one lying more than 1.5 V more positively than the original cathodic wave. 71 From this potential shift, we conclude that the molecular structures of 1c and 1c •-must differ in some way. The electrolytic oxidation of 1c •-was claimed to result directly in the formation of 1o that could be converted to 1c thermally or by irradiation with visible light. 71 Smooth recovery of 1c •-was monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy when the electrode potential was stepped back to the cathodic wave of 1c.
Our results in THF indicate that the smooth electrochemical interconversion between 1c •-and 1o is an oversimplification. Gradual reduction of 1c at room temperature within an OTTLE cell, monitored by UV-vis spectroscopy, resulted in the appearance of the electronic absorption spectrum of 1c •-(see Figure 6a ), in accordance with the literature.
71 Also in THF, this process is not reversible on the time scale of the experiment, and the reverse oxidation takes place at a much higher electrode potential than the reduction of 1c. The reverse thin-layer cyclic voltammogram displayed two distinct anodic waves, similar to the cyclic voltammogram in DMF reported in the literature. 71 During the first anodic step, however, 1c
•-was oxidized to give an unassigned product B1 instead of parent 1c, or 1o expected on grounds of the reported anodic behavior. 71 This process was characterized by decreasing intensity of the characteristic absorption band at 450 nm of the reduced NO 2
•-chromophore in 1c •-, accompanied by a gradual blue-shift of the absorption maximum (see Figure 6b) . Several isosbestic points in the UV-vis spectra point to inherent stability of B1 that could be converted smoothly back to 1c •-by reduction close to the cathodic wave of 1c. During the second reverse anodic step (oxidation of B1), an absorption band grew around 580 nm, which revealed the formation of 1o (see Figure 6c ). This band disappeared in time due to thermal conversion of 1o to 1c, and the starting spectrum of 1c was recovered.
As two well separated anodic steps are required to oxidize one-electron-reduced 1c •-to neutral 1o, both oxidations must formally consume 0.5 electron. We therefore ascribe B1 tentatively a "dimeric" structure, existing of one neutral and one singly reduced nitrospiropyran molecule, to account for the fact that clear electrochemical reduction and oxidation of this species is needed to produce the known "monomeric" structures 1c •-and 1o, respectively. A detailed study of this intriguing redox behavior and structural assignment of B1 was, however, beyond the scope of this investigation.
To ensure that the differences between our spectroelectrochemical data and those in the literature report 71 are not caused by a different redox behavior of 1c in various solvents, we also studied 1c in DMF at room temperature. The cyclic voltammogram we recorded of 1c at 100 mV s . On the positive potential sweep, two irreversible anodic waves were observed at -0.26 and 0.07 V, respectively.
In the course of spectroelectrochemical experiments with 1o in DMF at room temperature, a qualitatively identical picture was observed as in THF. However, 1o, formed by the stepwise oxidation of 1c •-and B1, converts thermally to 1c in DMF at a much lower rate than in THF. A similar solvent dependence was observed for photogenerated 1o (see above). This slow kinetics in DMF allowed us to study the redox behavior of 1o at room temperature also. In agreement with the conventional cyclic voltammogram of the photogenerated compound, 1o formed by the electrolytic cycle within the thin-layer spectroelectrochemical cell is reduced at a less negative electrode potential than 1c. During the reduction of 1o, the characteristic low-lying band at 580 nm disappears and the resulting UV-vis spectrum strongly resembles that of product B1. As further evidenced by the thin-layer cyclic voltammogram and the UV-vis spectra, this species can be subsequently reduced to give 1c •-or oxidized directly to 1o, in accordance with the separate redox couples 1c
•-/B1 and B1/1o observed in THF (see above). Electrochemical reduction of 2c in THF results in UVvis spectral changes similar to those observed upon reduction of 1c (see Figure 7) , confirming its localization on the nitrospiropyran moiety and not on the 2,2′-bipyridyl substituent. 72 Identical to 1c, the reduction of 2c is not a reversible process on the spectroelectrochemistry time scale, and oxidation of 2c •-to form 2o occurs in two separate anodic steps, involving an unassigned redox intermediate B2. This species is assumed to be structurally similar to intermediate B1 involved in the redox cycle of 1c/1o.
Electrochemical reduction of Ru-2c in THF within the OTTLE cell resulted in diminished intensity of all absorption bands in the UV-vis spectrum, most likely as a result of poor solubility of the reduced product in this solvent. Therefore, the UV-vis spectroelectrochemical experiment with Ru-2c was performed in DMF. In the latter solvent, four well-separated cathodic steps could be distinguished in the thin-layer cyclic voltammogram, in line with the conventional cyclic voltammetric scan in THF at 210 K (see Figure 5 ) and in DMF (see Table 3 ). The UV-vis spectral changes accompanying the conversion of Ru-2c to oneelectron-reduced species Ru-2c •-(see Figure 8 ) resemble in main features those registered for 2c and 2c
•-(see Figure  7) . The subsequent three cathodic steps result in UV-vis spectral changes similar to those observed for [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ . 73 Importantly, the sharp ππ* (IL bpy ) band at 285 nm progressively completely disappeared as the result of the reduction of the bpy ligands in Ru-2c at the second to fourth cathodic waves. These waves are fully reversible on the spectroelectrochemical time scale of minutes, differently from the initial reduction. Based upon these results, the first cathodic wave is assigned to the reduction of the nitrospiropyran moiety, followed by three reductions of the bpy ligands. The oxidation of Ru-2c •-at the scan reversal initiated directly beyond the first cathodic wave occurred again in two steps, identical to the anodic behavior of 2c •-and 1c •-. The first oxidation process resulted in the formation of yet unassigned species B3 that converted (at least partially) to Ru-2o in the second anodic step (see Figure 9 ). This complex is thermally unstable in DMF and transforms quickly to Ru-2c, which prevented the study of its redox behavior at room temperature. The UV-vis spectroelectrochemical experiment performed with Os-2c in DMF revealed the same redox behavior as described for Ru-2c (see Table 3 ). The UV-vis spectra of the different redox products are depicted in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). On the basis of these results, we can conclude that the modification of 2c with the attached metal center in Ru-2c and Os-2c does not interfere with the reduction/reoxidation pathway to form the open merocyanine structure. These metalated nitrospiropyran compounds undergo efficient electrochemically induced conversion to the merocyanine open form, in contrast with the low reaction quantum yields of the photochemical transformation.
Finally, it should be noted that the electrochemical formation of the open-form compounds at room temperature is not a clean process. For all the investigated nitrospiropyran compounds, repeated reduction/reoxidation cycles result in a significant irreversible change in the shape of the IL SP absorption band, indicative of spiropyran decomposition.
Luminescence Properties. Emission maxima, quantum yields, and lifetimes at 223 K in THF are reported for all investigated compounds in Table 4 . For the closed forms of the investigated compounds, there is no significant difference in emission characteristics going from room temperature to 223 K. We could not confirm this behavior for the corresponding open forms, as they are thermally unstable at room temperature.
Both 1c and 2c are nonemissive. After conversion to 1o and 2o, respectively, emissions appears with a maximum at 651 nm for 1o and 660 nm for 2o (see Figure 10 ). This result is in agreement with characteristic emission properties of open-form spiropyrans. 20, 74, 75 Differently from 1c and 2c, which do not emit, Ru-2c has en emission at 634 nm (see Figure 11) . The shape and intensity of the emission band, as well as the emission lifetime (see Table 4 ), point to its origin in a Ru-to-bpy 3 MLCT excited state. 39 Neither the emission quantum yield nor the shape of the emission band depends on the excitation wavelength. This means that population of the IL SP state of Ru-2c is followed by energy transfer to the lower-lying MLCT excited states. The efficiency of this process must be close to unity because, if a significant amount of energy was lost by internal conversion to the ground state or by population of other trapping excited states not communicating with the MLCT states, this would result in a lower emission quantum yield for the IL SP excitation compared to the MLCT excitation. The experimental result is consistent with the nanosecond transient absorption data (see below) and with the fact that the photochemical ring-opening quantum yield for excitation into the spiropyran-centered bands is more than 10 times lower for Ru-2c compared to 2c. Upon conversion of Ru-2c to Ru-2o, the emission triggered by excitation at 450 nm gradually shifts to longer wavelengths, while its intensity slightly decreases (see Figure  11 ). This shift can be explained by assuming that in Ru-2o the 1 IL SP excited states lie lower in energy than the 3 MLCT levels. Irradiation into the If we monitor the emission of Ru-2c in the nanosecond time domain, a monoexponential decay is observed, with τ ) 218 ns in air-equilibrated and τ ) 973 ns in deaerated THF. Converting Ru-2c to Ru-2o, a short-lived component appears in the emission decay profile. The relative weight of the latter component increases with increasing conversion (see Figure 12) .
A single photon-counting (SPC) study with picosecond time resolution has revealed that the emission lifetime of the short component is very similar to those of 1o and 2o (see Table 4 ). Hence, we can conclude that the emission of Ru-2o originates from the lowest 1 IL SP state. The biexponential nature of the emission decay for 1o, 2o, and Ru-2o (see Table 4 ) can be understood by considering the open form of the spiropyran species to exist as a mixture of conformers having different emission lifetimes. 11 Irradiation of a mixture of Ru-2c and Ru-2o with 600 nm light, thereby selectively exciting directly into the lowest excited state of Ru-2o, which has 1 IL SP character, yields an emission with a quantum yield of 4.7 × 10 -2 . This value is very similar to the quantum yields of 1o and 2o (see Table 4 ). Extrapolation of the emission data for a mixture of Ru-2c and Ru-2o yields an emission quantum yield for Ru-2o upon excitation with 450 nm light of only 6.3 × 10 -3 , which is significantly lower compared to the value determined for 600 nm excitation. complex is not a pure triplet, however, but has been estimated to contain up to 10% singlet character, as a result of spinorbit coupling. 76, 77 It has been shown that, because of the spin-orbit coupling, energy transfer from the 3 MLCT state of [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ to a singlet excited state of an organic energy acceptor is also possible by means of a Dexter energy transfer mechanism, for which the spin conservation rules apply. 78 We can suggest that due to the coupling between the donor and acceptor units and the expected orbital overlap the most likely mechanism is the Dexter one. Only part of the excitation energy will be transferred to the 1 IL SP level, however, while part of it flows from the 3 MLCT directly to the nonemissive 3 IL SP levels. Therefore, the emission quantum yield upon direct 1 IL SP excitation of Ru-2o is higher than the "sensitized" quantum yield.
Alternatively, energy transfer may occur directly from the 1 MLCT to the 1 IL SP levels, in competition with ISC. Recently, it has been shown that singlet-state energy transfer from a polypyridine ruthenium center can compete with ISC, provided the energy-donor and -acceptor are close enough to each other. 59 As in Ru-2o, the energy donor and acceptor are very closely coupled, also in our case, part of the excitation energy may be transferred from the 1 MLCT to the emitting 1 IL SP states directly. For a [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ -type system, ISC has been determined to be an extremely fast process, however, occurring with a half-life of 100 fs or less. 79, 80 This means energy transfer should occur at a unlikely high rate in order to achieve a population of the 1 IL SP sufficient to account for the observed emission quantum yield. Therefore, we do not believe that this mechanism plays an important role for our system.
Complex Os-2c emits at 765 nm, with a lifetime of 29 ns in air-equilibrated THF and 34 ns in deaerated THF. The emission clearly originates from an Os-to-bpy 3 MLCT state. When converted to Os-2o, there is no change in the emission characteristics (spectral shape, position, lifetime, intensity) upon excitation at 450 nm. Also when exciting with 600 nm light, we only observe emission from the osmium center, regardless of the degree of conversion. This indicates that in Os-2o energy must be transferred from the IL SP levels to the lowest emitting 3 MLCT state, which has been estimated to contain up to 30% singlet character. 76, 77 From these results, we can conclude that, in contrast to Ru-2o, the lowest 3 MLCT excited state of Os-2o lies below the lowest 3 IL SP level.
Nanosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. Nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopic studies have been performed in order to gain more insight in the excited-state processes. Reference compound 1c excited at 334 nm initially displays two absorption bands at 435 and 579 nm (see Figure  13) . Under aerated conditions, the 435 nm band decays and the 579 nm band grows, both with lifetime τ ) 230 ns. Also, a new band arises at 381 nm with τ ) 190 ns. The 381 and 579 nm bands, once they reach their maximum intensity, do not decay on the time scale of the experiment. Within the fitting error, the three lifetime values are assigned to the same process. The temporal development in the spectrum is therefore attributed to the decay of an excited-state species and the formation of a photoproduct.
It is known that irradiation of 1c results in the appearance of two transient absorption bands in the nanosecond time domain, one around 430 nm, the other around 570 nm; the exact maxima of these bands depending on the solvent used. 45, 62, 81 They decay with the same rate and have been assigned to a triplet excited state where the spiropyran ring is already open. 45, 62 Our observations in THF comply with this description.
The last frame of the transient absorption spectrum is virtually identical to the ground-state difference spectrum between 1o and 1c (see Figure 13, inset) . Therefore, the absorption bands in this frame can be assigned to 1o in the ground state. Since the 579 nm absorption band of the precursor triplet state overlaps strongly with that of the ground-state species, the rise in time observed for this band is the result of the decay of the triplet excited state and the simultaneous growth of the more intense ground-state absorption.
The nanosecond transient absorption spectrum generated by 334 nm irradiation of 2c is very similar to those of 1o (see Figure 14) . Two absorption bands appear directly after excitation at 440 and 630 nm. The one at 440 nm decays with a lifetime of 210 ns under aerated conditions. The decay of the band at 630 nm is similar, but the lifetime could not be determined precisely due to a strong overlap with a new band growing at 594 nm (τ ) 210 ns). In analogy to 1o, the 440 and 630 nm absorption bands are ascribed to an openring species in a triplet excited state. Upon decay of this triplet excited state, 2o in the ground state is formed, characterized by absorption bands at 385 and 594 nm. Figure 15 shows the transient absorption spectrum of Ru2c obtained at λ exc ) 450 nm. The transient triplet-state species observed for 1c and 2c was not found. Instead, the spectrum shows the bleach of the MLCT absorption band at 464 nm, accompanied by an absorption band below 425 nm and unresolved absorption in nearly the whole region above 500 nm, with a break between 600 and 650 nm. This pattern is characteristic of a ruthenium-to-bpy 3 MLCT excited state. 82 The excited-state species decays to the ground state of Ru1c monoexponentially, with lifetimes of 200 and 960 ns in the presence and absence of oxygen, respectively. These values are in excellent agreement with the excited-state lifetimes determined from the emission measurements, again supporting the 3 MLCT nature of the Ru-2c luminescence. The spectral shape of the transient absorption spectrum does not change during the decay. After the decay of the excited- state species, an absorption at 650 nm remains, which does not decay in time (see Figure 15 ). We do not know the origin of this strange feature. When exciting with 334 nm light, the observed transient absorption spectrum is very similar to that obtained for the excitation at 450 nm. The only difference is a an additional weak absorption observed around 600 nm in every frame, which does not decay on the microsecond time scale. This absorption band can be attributed to a minor amount of Ru2o formed within the first frame.
For Os-2c, the nanosecond transient absorption spectra are very similar to those of Ru-2c, showing a bleach of the MLCT absorption bands at 489 and 597 nm, an absorption band below 435 nm, and unresolved absorptions above 690 nm. This pattern can be assigned to an osmium-to-bpy charge transfer, 3 MLCT, excited state. 83 The 3 MLCT lifetime of Os2c is 29 ns in air-equilibrated THF, once again in excellent agreement with the lifetime obtained from the emission measurements.
The facts that for both Ru-2c and Os-2c only the excited states corresponding to the metal-based components are observed, independent of the excitation wavelength, and that the shape of the spectrum does not change with time confirm that, upon excitation of the systems to higher-lying optically accessible excited states, energy is transferred to the 3 MLCT states on a sub-nanosecond time scale, and that the photoreaction must take place from the excited singlet states localized on the spiropyran moiety, in competition with this energy transfer process.
Based on the presented experimental results, a qualitative energy diagram for Ru-2c is depicted in Scheme 4a. The energies of the lowest 1 MLCT and 3 MLCT states of the [Ru-(bpy) 3 ] 2+ fragment are derived from the UV-vis absorption and emission spectra, respectively. The energy of the spiropyran S 1 level is taken from theoretical calculations in the literature. 67 The data indicate that the S 0 f S 1 transition has zero oscillator strength and that the S 3 level is the lowest intraligand excited state that is optically accessible. Its energy has been derived from the UV-vis absorption spectrum. The energy of the intraligand T 1 level is not known exactly, but as discussed above, it must lie between the S 1 and 3 MLCT levels. Formation of Ru-2o then occurs from the 1 IL states in competition with ISC and energy transfer to the MLCT levels.
The energetic scheme for Os-2c is qualitatively the same, only the MLCT excited states are lower in energy than the corresponding levels of Ru-2c.
Scheme 4b shows a qualitative energy diagram for Ru2o. The energy of the lowest 1 IL level has been derived from the emission spectrum. The position of the 1 MLCT absorption band does not shift with conversion, and the energy of the 3 MLCT level should not be affected either. Also in this case, the intraligand T 1 level is not known exactly, as already discussed in the emission properties, it must lie between the 3 MLCT of the ruthenium and that of the osmium (1.62-1.96 eV).
For Os-2o, the energy diagram is quite different (see Scheme 5). From the UV-vis absorption spectrum, we can conclude that also in this case the lowest intraligand singlet state is lower in energy than the 1 MLCT state. However, the fact that for Os-2o we observe 3 MLCT emission with the same quantum efficiency as for Os-2c shows that in this case the 3 MLCT state is the lowest-energy excited state of the system. As this state has partial singlet character, energy is transferred to the 3 MLCT from the 1 IL SP levels directly, and no open-form spiropyran emission is observed, even upon direct excitation to the lowest 1 IL level of the spiropyran subunit.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have combined luminescent [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ and [Os(bpy) 3 ] 2+ metal complexes with photochromic nitrospiropyrans into one molecule, described their photophysical, photochemical, and electrochemical behavior and compared that with the free ligand and a reference compound.
The photochemical ring-opening process is less efficient for the metal complexes than for the noncoordinated ligand. In the closed-form ligand, both the fast singlet-state and the slower triplet-state ring-opening processes can occur. In contrast, these processes are quenched in the metal complexes by energy transfer to the lower-lying MLCT levels of the luminescent metal tris(bipyridine) chromophores. The singletstate photoreaction can compete with the energy transfer process, but the triplet state photoreaction is completely inhibited.
In the open form, the energy of the lowest triplet excited state of the spiropyran moiety lies conveniently between those of the 3 MLCT levels of the ruthenium and osmium complexes, resulting in a metal-to-spiropyran energy transfer process for the ruthenium system and a converse process for the osmium complex. This finding represents the basis for the construction of more complicated systems in which the spiropyran is used as the bridging ligand between a donor and acceptor moiety to obtain large differences in the efficiency of energy transfer from donor to acceptor between the two forms.
The closed spiropyran species can also be converted electrochemically to the corresponding open merocyanine form by reduction and subsequent two-step reoxidation involving an unidentified intermediate structure. Interestingly, the efficiency of this process is not significantly affected by the metalation of the spiropyran moiety.
